Abstract
Background

Desktop Packages Compared with Embedded System Software
Much software now in use is developed for PC and work-station applications, and, considering its complexity, is often quite reliable. This is achieved through very arduous testing by the production team, followed by much more testing by users, of beta versions, and then, after the issue of the third major release, the product becomes stable and reliable, although rarely perfect. Another factor helping to ease the development of such software is the existence of a huge software library, or A.P.I. library, holding functions which are well defined, and rather easily tested by their developers, and providing a possibility for massive re-use of such software components in a variety of projects.
Taking a look at the situation for software of embedded systems, which must control complex prcesses which are strongly influenced by the external environment, we see a less favourable situation. Although many tested A.P.I's will be available, for operator interfaces, input-output processing, signal processing and the like, the essential process will require software to be written from scratch. There will be no standard A.P.I. for "Run a blast furnace".
Such software will need to express the behaviour required of the system, and this will normally become very complex when all the various errors and problems which could arise are taken into account. It is usual to write it in a language such as C++ or C, and this code becomes very hard to read, for modification or for maintenance purposes: however, the code becomes the only expression of the system behaviour, and contains details which were never part of the initial written specifications. It is very hard to see what will happen in unusual, but possible, circumstances, and tests have to be arranged, but there is rarely enough time to do all possible tests.
Most software for embedded systems is in fact a prototype, which could never be tested as intensively as mass-market software, but the users expect high reliability. Even safety-critical software is often developed by companies using fewer resources than are available to mass production software firms. A more secure development process is becoming essential, although overdue.
Dangers of Coding
It is becoming clear that special coding for a new project is a dangerous activity, and that it is very hard to manage the development process. The code will be intrinsically unreliable, and often causes project delays while it is being fixed.
It is the purpose of this paper to outline an approach which eliminates some of the problems, by avoiding certain parts of coding, and imposing a strict discipline on the software structure. The techniques described below have been applied to a variety of projects over more than a decade, and are not limited to the implementation of software for embedded systems. Essentially, rather than coding this area of software, we express it in a formal and abstract way, as a specification, and then execute a fixed program to process the specification. Because the fixed program has been in use, without change, for some years, it is totally reliable, and it acts on data which is the specification in a condensed and specialised format, for efficiency.
Although this idea is not new, the way in which it is applied in combination with other features provides a very powerful tool for implementing software for complex systems.
Major Features.
Separation of Control Flow from Data
We consider that much complexity arises from the intermingling of computations of various sorts with the control statements, as this makes it difficult to retain awareness of all the assumptions implied in one part of the code, but which will affect other sections. The control flow, to which we give the classical meaning, namely the majority of statements of the nature of " if..then..else, do…while, switch….case..." defines the behaviour of the software. We extract all of this, separating it from all the numerical calculations or algorithms, and express it in a finite state machine form. (For those unfamiliar with this concept a short explanation is given in Appendix A.)
Finite State Machines
Although finite state machines (FSM) have long been considered a useful tool for the programmer, it is still common today to see allegations that, when applied to real-life projects, they become too unwieldy to program, and too complex to understand [1, 2] . This view is not correct, but certain techniques need to be employed if they are to be used successfully. Essentially, a software project, as regards the control flow, needs to be split into a number of FSMs, suitably inter-linked.
Several writers have tried to make this clear. David Harel, with StateCharts, suggests using a hierarchical structure, with inheritance [3] . We advise the use of a number of FSM arranged in a hierarchy, but do not insist on this in all cases. We dislike the "nesting" idea, where a state can contain a complete, subsidiary FSM, but rather suggest a flat arrangement where each FSM has its own, rather clean definitions. The basic rule is that a lowerlevel FSM presents its state to the upper levels, and the upper levels can pass commands to the lower levels: rather like an army. (There are some ways of getting round the rules, but they should be employed with discretion.) All upper-level machines have access to states of lower-level machines, and we prefer not to speak of inheritance in this context. Let it suffice to point out that, at any given instant, the state of the entire system is expressed as the set of all the states of the individual FSMs composing it.
A good textbook explanation of FSM applications is given in Ref. [4] , and the author provides quite a wide range of examples of FSM application, both singly and with a hierarchical structure.
We use a very simple and classical text-book form of the FSM [5] , limited to a set of states, transitions, and associated actions ( Figure 1 ) and similar to that proposed for finite state machines in Executable UML [6] . In the transition diagram the states are the vertices of a graph, and the transitions may be arranged as needed. Several transitions from any specific state to one other are allowed. Situations where the same transition might occur for several rather different reasons are catered for by allowing a complex logic expression to govern each transition.
Virtual Inputs
For practical and theoretical reasons, the expressions which regulate the transition conditions of each FSM are expressed in a special form of binary algebra, which we call positive-logic algebra. Each term is an assertion of some aspect of the system outside the FSM, and is called a "Virtual Input" because it is derived from a real input signal which may be digital, analog, a timer, an event etc. Various terms may be combined in a binary expression, using AND and OR operators only. (AND takes precedence over OR.) The NOT operator is forbidden. This is because an absence of an assertion, such as "Valve_Open", does not necessarily have a meaning such as "Valve_Closed" as there could be some other input state such as "Valve moving" or "Valve_Position_Unknown".
Many quantities are analog, and need to be transformed into virtual inputs such as "Pressure_Low, Pressure_Good, Pressure_High".
Although it is obvious that the NOT operator will be hard to use in situations where the value has three or more meaningful states, we prohibit its use even when the input is clearly binary, so that the transition conditions are always made up of positive assertions of various sorts. The programmer is, naturally, quite free in the way he wishes to generate and use them. By use of the positive-logic algebra, the software for enumeration of all the expressions becomes very efficient indeed.
Another way of regarding the Virtual Inputs is to consider them as a virtual lower layer, presenting an FSM-style interface to the real FSM's we are to design. The Virtual Input to the entire system is a set of input states, each under the control of some specialised input/output software described below. The states are visible to the upper layers, for use in the transition expressions. For example, a motorised valve might have five possible states such as OPEN, CLOSED, OPENING, CLOSING, FAULT. A NOT operator, applied to any of these states, is rather meaningless as it could imply any one of the other four states.
On account of the use of Virtual Inputs, the techniques were given the name "Virtual Finite State Machine" (VFSM).
Actions
At various stages in the operation of the software, the FSM must act on other parts of the system, by issuing commands, setting new parameters, sending signals, starting timers etc. We use the term "Action" for such stimuli, and there are three basic categories ( Figure 1 ): -Entry actions occur at entry to a given state, and correspond to the classical Mealy automata in FSM theory. -Exit actions occur at the exit from a state: these are slightly less commonly used. -Input Actions are actions which, although associated with some form of input condition or signal, do not necessarily cause a state change, but need to cause an output of some nature. These correspond to the Moore model of automaton. It must be stressed that these actions are not associated with specific transitions but with states.
The designer will need to establish an "Output Name" for each action he requires in the system, and the FSM operations will cause "Virtual Outputs" to be generated. These are handled elsewhere.
Direct Execution without Coding
In design of the various FSMs in his system, the programmer will need to specify all the Virtual Inputs, using Input Names. He will have prepared all the transition expressions, and defined actions to be performed or invoked at various stages in the process. All this work is performed using a specialised editor, with a graphical presentation of a state-transition diagram coupled to a tabular presentation of all the fine detail. At the conclusion of this process, a file is generated, expressing the complete structure in a compressed format. This is called the "Control Specification".
At any time during the process, the designer may run some simulations and other tests, in order to see how the system will behave in various conditions. Such simulations run on the same data -the Control Specification -as will be used in the target application. When the designer is happy, and has perhaps also shown the running process to his supervisor or to his customer, the Control Specification is loaded to the target system, together with the program which we call the VFSM Executor. Some form of input-output software package is also needed, and this is described below. It is important to realise that no run-time code is compiled in this process. In a sense, no new software is generated, and we see software re-use pushed to an extreme. (A similar approach is described in [7] ). Of course, one might consider the Control Specification to be a high-level language, but it is not the usual procedural language, as it may have many concurrent activities rather than expressing a single thread, and indeed a major system might have some hundreds of FSMs in operation, all implemented by means of the single VFSM Executor, and existing at the same time.
The Control Specification is an expression of a very few, basic concepts such as states, virtual inputs, and transitions, and it is extremely efficiently implemented by the VFSM Executor. Many thousands of state transitions per second can be handled in a practical system, using a modern c.p.u., depending on what other functions need to be dealt with at that time, of course. The VFSM concept can be easily applied to multiple-processor systems, using a LAN. This technique goes far beyond the conventional idea of setting out a state-transition table and implementing FSMs by means of an interpreter, as a state-transition table of classical structure can not easily cope with very complex transition expressions and there is a risk that these will have to be implemented and documented elsewhere. The Virtual Input concept is the essential key to both making the execution process efficient, and showing adequate detail about transition conditions at the abstract level of the state machine design.
Because there is no compilation of code, all revisions have to be made at the abstract level of the specifications, which means that these specifications really express all the details and can not be out of date. 
Treatment of Inputs
The VFSM executor runs in what we term a "virtual environment" whereby the inputs which reach each FSM are not the real, varied and sometimes complicated items found in the system, but have been transformed into virtual inputs, as described in section 2.3 above. (Similar considerations apply to the outputs.)
At any time, the Virtual Input contains the complete information about the control conditions in the system, and it is in fact a set. For instance, the virtual input {DI_LOW , TI_STOP} means that the digital input has the control value LOW, the timer has been stopped and the control values of other inputs are unknown.
We introduce a control property for each object and its usage in the following way:
Each object has a control value which is a number. Each object has its definition of the control value that describes the calculation algorithm and range. To make it more understandable we use names for control values instead of numbers. The name of the control value is the object control property.
An example might be a measurement of the level of liquid in a tank. Rather than using the numerical value of the measurement, such as gallons, we establish "switch points" from which we derive control properties such as "LEVEL_LOW, LEVEL_OK, LEVEL_HIGH" which are available to supply the virtual input. By this means, the specific details of inputs and outputs, which might require much more complex treatment than implied in the above examples, such as parsing messages, are isolated from the VFSM design work. This approach has a number of advantages:
1. Simplification of the VFSM design work by removal of extraneous considerations.
2. Easy alteration of parameters if a design change is required at a later stage.
3. Easy alteration of parameters if required during operation of a process.
4. Isolation of input signal processing, which allows a great deal of software re-use when many similar functions are encountered in a system. Figure 3 ) is made aware of all the control properties, input names, output functions etc. which have been set up, and can check for consistency of the entire design.
The VFSM editor (
6. System behavior can be examined before much specialized programming work starts, by just assuming that the virtual environment can be specified at the start but will be implemented in detail at a later stage.
7. Apparent simplification of a complex project, allowing it to be handled when previous approaches have failed. (Obviously, it will still be complex and require a good deal of design work !)
There is therefore a need to generate all the control properties from real-world inputs such as analog-todigital converters, timers, counters, digital sensors, events, commands, messages etc. and a considerable set of routines for this has been developed over the years. Originally, these were assembled into a package known as the I/O Unit, but in recent years a more versatile (Figure 2 ). It is written in C++.
The RTDB
The RTDB centralises all information regarding states, signals, inputs, outputs and messages. It holds the Control Specification and all Object Properties. In Microsoft Windows NT/2000 systems it acts as a DDE or a COM server, so that other software in the system may interact with the StateWORKS components. Versions for operating systems based on UNIX, such as Linux, Sun Solaris or VxWorks are provided with similar facilities, using POSIX or operating system specific calls as a rule. TCP/IP communication is supported. The RTDB holds Table 1 : RTDB Objects the linkages between the physical input/output signals and the virtual environment: these are set up using the StateWORKS editor, and in many instances standard library items can be taken, and merely configured.
User interface software, and local or remote monitoring and debugging features, are easily connected to the RTDB. A wide range of standard API functions is provided, so that in some extreme cases a highly complex control system may be developed with almost no classical coding. A comprehensive API manual is supplied. New functions may be easily added as required. The RTDB contains a variety of standard object types with the control values shown in Table 1 .
There are two types of objects in the RTDB: input and output objects. Input objects can influence system behaviour. and they have control values. Output objects have no influence on control and therefore they do not have control values.
The Development Process
General Strategy
The development process for StateWORKS is, to some extent, a matter of style and of experience, and there can be several reasonably good ways of designing any given system. There are some aspects of the process which are different from common practice in high-level modelling. Although any design needs first to be studied at the overall level, we suggest following the rule "top-down design: bottom-up implementation" which held for coding. Thus, the initial overview identifies some functional elements which should be implemented separately before combining into the whole.
In a typical embedded-system project, one then starts with the lowest level of FSMs, directly controlling or monitoring the hardware. Then the next level up can be designed, to issue commands to the bottom level and to monitor its activities. The complete design proceeds in this way, and at frequent intervals the FSMs are tested, by a simulator, and their behaviour in all possible situations examined, and indeed discussed with other members of the project team whenever a relevant issue arises. As this process continues, it will very often be found that the initially-planned structure has to be revised, because the complete system specifications which were the starting-point of the project were not complete in all respects. Readers familiar with the concepts of Agile Software Development will recognize some of them in the above description. Of course, other FSM structures may be needed, and we do not wish to impose a strict hierarchy for all situations. Several groups of FSMs might be required in a project, with no strong inter-communication between them. Another problem might arise in knowing where and how to start, if there is no clear base level: this was encountered recently in the implementation of a very complex communications protocol, where the designer just had to start somewhere, and work through the system until he arrived at a good solution, using five FSMs in fact.
The design process outlined above can be completed before many of the algorithms which will eventually be needed have been developed, as it avoids handling data. Testing and design reviews can then be performed in the virtual environment, until the designer is confident that he has an effective solution. Following this, the various RTDB objects need to be finalised, and remaining functions programmed in the usual way. In practice, there will be some degree of iteration as detail design issues can impact on the FSM structure, to a limited extent.
Comparison with Other Methods
We are in agreement with proponents of Statecharts and UML to the extent that we believe that software development methods must move towards automatic implementation of abstract specifications, and away from coding. But in practice, such methods have a major problem, in that when one starts with a high-level project specification, and works gradually downwards, the final result can never be complete. As a rule, top-down design does not work for control flow: we have to start with a vague idea about the main (upper) state machine and do the detailed specification of the lower level state machines. Then we get some feeling for the intermediate levels of state machines and work through these until we reach the main state machine.
It is quite impossible to foresee, from the start, all the small details which will have a critical influence on the way in which the final code will work. The end result is that, after going as far as possible with, say, UML, one is obliged to start coding, and this coding diverges from the beautiful UML model one created. Finally, only the code represents the true specification, and it needs to be understood whenever changes are required, or software has to be re-used in a new generation of hardware. Theoretically, reverse engineering should assure that the code and specification are synchronized but: firstly, reverse engineering never works reliably and secondly, which is much more important, we are presented with the same problem as with coding. Once a programmer starts coding, there is no way to force him to take care about documentation, specification, and similar non-vital activities.
Advocates of Agile Methods [8] , such as Extreme Programming have understood this problem, so they advise just getting started with coding, because only it will express the final specifications. There are two main problems with XP. The first is that modern programming languages are gaining complication faster than they are gaining power, so that code behavior is almost impossible to understand, in all but the more straightforward circumstances. The second, perhaps explained most clearly by the late Edsger Dijkstra, is that we can never hope to produce reliable software by means of a testing and patching process, without help from some other processes. A good feature of XP is the way in which user stories are employed, to generate tests, and are built up gradually into a complete test suite, but we must emphasize that these tests will need to cover all possible fault paths, and not just the desired scenarios. StateWORKS avoids the difficulties described above by steering a middle way. A StateWORKS user simultaneously defines abstract models and implements them, generating data rather than code. Furthermore, the StateWORKS FSM model is very basic and easy to learn, so that programmers need not "lose" a lot of time learning complex UML tools which might not in the end save much effort.
The StateWORKS designer, using FSM transition diagrams and the associated textual data, is in fact working on the implementation, which is not coded of course, but corresponds at the same time to the real behavioural specification -what the software will really do. He is able to design at a more abstract level than code. Devotees of Agile Methods can employ StateWORKS as one powerful tool among several in their arsenal, in the same way that they might use a StateMachine Compiler (SMC) [8 -Pages 429 to 431].
We believe that StateWORKS can fulfil many of the requirements of Executable UML [6] , in a way which can also utilise the essentials of the Agile Programming working practices to good effect, while avoiding the need to generate complex program code. (We would, however, prefer transitions to be governed by more generalised inputs than the evanescent signals proposed by Mellor & Balcer.)
FSM Creation
The FSM design process, carried out using the StateWORKS editor (Figure 3) , involves defining and naming each FSM and creating states, which are named and then fully specified. A graphical editor is usually preferred, but a tabular text presentation is also developed in parallel and this holds the complete FSM definitions. States are added to the transition diagram, and transition vectors drawn between them. The StateWORKS I.D.E. provides a context-aware editor, which can display the pure FSM transition diagram in graphical form and also bring up detail in text form, as for instance all the detailed actions associated with a state, as well as the transition conditions. The editor is aware of all the defined objects which might be invoked, and simultaneously links FSMs to the RTDB. It is able to deal with multiple FSMs in a project, and with the various communication mechanisms provided.
Figure 3. StateWORKS editor
Concurrently with the FSM design, as all the transition conditions are developed, the designer will need to give a formal name to each term in a condition: these are chosen to be meaningful, are held in an Input Name list by the editor, and can be used in other expressions. I/O objects are held in the RTDB, in fact, and they have a defined structure, with an I/O Object ID and a set of Values. A timer, for example, as an input, has values corresponding to RESET, STOP, RUN, OVER and OVERSTOP, while it can receive outputs for Reset, Stop, Start etc. which can be actions from an FSM state.
For each state entry actions, exit actions and input actions may be defined, in a similar way, by adding Output Names to a list. These details are not normally shown on the transition diagram, as they would make it too complex to read, but are instantly available when any state is selected.
For most of the inputs and outputs which one might use, there exist already-defined objects for the RTDB. This can be used at two skill levels, in that a complete ready-compiled RTDB with all the common objects is available, and there is also a StateWORKS RTDB Class Library for use by skilled programmers with special requirements.
We should point out that the availability of many standard RTDB objects implies a high degree of software re-use for many input-output functions, so saving much time for the programming team.
As the design proceeds, the corresponding Control Specification is created, and the RTDB populated. These may be tested at various stages, either in the development environment or in a target system. A basic simulation capability is offered by a tool called SWLab, and this will often be adequate, but more complex simulations might require some ancillary software to be written, perhaps in Visual Basic if the I.D.E. is hosted in a Microsoft Windows NT/2000/XP system. It is common to test each FSM design against the perceived requirements, using "User Stories" or 'Use Cases" to generate the tests, after a first visual check -a sort of mental simulation. Frequently the visual run-through of various cases is sufficient to show up errors in the design, including the effects of various faults. Running tests, simulations and reviews will frequently cause the entire structure to be revised, several times, during development.
As problems arise in the implementation, the designer might wish to show the FSM transition diagram, and indeed the full data, to colleagues, and discuss what should occur in special cases. The presentation is relatively easy to comprehend, as there are very few symbols to be learned and the designer can show his colleagues what is happening even if they do not fully comprehend the FSM techniques.
The Run-Time System
When the designer has created the full system, written any special software that is needed, and tested and simulated all he can, the results can be loaded to the target system and run there. There is no compilation or equivalent process required for the StateWORKS part of the project, and the run-time system executes the specifications directly.
StateWORKS in Practice
StateWORKS concepts have been applied to a wide variety of projects, over a 12-year period [9, 10] . These have ranged from industrial controls and specialised measurement systems to telecommunications switching and protocol handling. The projects have not been trivial: the first implementation of the VFSM principle was for a semiconductor production line, using mini-computers, in [1988] [1989] [1990] . It is in wide use at Lucent for their international telecom switching products [11, 12] and has been shown to reduce development cost and also improve quality.
The full StateWORKS system with the RTDB has been in use for about five years, and has been very successful wherever applied. A typical project undertaken was where a team of 10 programming staff had great difficulty in coping with maintenance of many versions of a basic product, and new projects were becoming hard to deal with. A grass-roots project was commenced, with the aim of replacing all the existing software by new versions based on StateWORKS. This took 18 months, as there were special safety requirements, a need for a sophisticated user interface, and specialised computations for the data acquired, but at the end a team of 5 persons was able to deal with all needs, and the software was considered the best package in that particular market segment.
Because the StateWORKS tools impose a certain structure on the software, it has sometimes been possible to successfully and rapidly complete a project which had been though to be impossible, on account of its apparent complexity. If a complex project is hard to comprehend, then coding in the classical way, with any available language, will not make it easier to understand, and failure can result.
At the time of writing, StateWORKS is being introduced into two major multi-national companies. A list of past projects may be seen at the StateWORKS web site [13] .
Because the StateWORKS concepts are very simple and basic, the programmer need not invest too much time in learning them, and can start applying them very quickly. This contrasts with some more complex tools, which require a major investment to master, and then produce results which are not always felt to justify that effort.
Further Work.
The already very extensive StateWORKS Class Library, which is the foundation for the RTDB, has new functions added from time to time, and this process will continue.
A certain number of improvements are being made to the Editor and other aspects of the I.D.E.
Work is already quite advanced on defining a standard implementation-independent XML data type description, which will simplify the passing of FSM specifications between various tools, including UML, and we are looking for a way to start discussions of this topic.
Conclusions
The concepts presented in this paper have resulted in a new modelling and implementation paradigm for control systems. Although the designs use a conventional system behavior description in the form of state machines, the implementations are very different in comparison with typical control software. The software control flow is not programmed any more, but it is implemented by a universal execution unit that executes the control specification in the form of binary or text files. The specification model is prepared and tested by means of development tools including editors, validators, simulators and monitors [13] .
StateWORKS offers a very high degree of software re-use, and of avoidance of coding. This can yield great increases in productivity, which we shall need if great advances in the complexity of the hardware we can now build at low cost (cf. Moores Law for IC density) are to be fully utilised. Companies offering a range of similar products may re-use many of their FSM designs with confidence, and can adapt existing designs to new target hardware without the need to analyse complex code written for the previous generation.
Why is it so effective? The main reason is surely that the software is constructed in simple units, and the FSM model we employ forces each FSM in particular to conform strictly to the definition of its interfaces. Similar concepts have been used for many years in other branches of engineering.
A major problem encountered in most initiatives to reduce or automate coding is the diversity of input/output signals in embedded systems: these normally require laborious programming. The StateWORKS concepts of the "virtual environment" and of "positive-logic algebra" permit the software behaviour to be fully and rigorously specified while isolating the input/output particularities from that specification, thus reducing the perceived complexity of the software.
Though the technical concept has been tested and proven in many applications the introduction of these new development and execution tools has not been an easy matter. The main problem for programmers seems to be the acceptance of tools that are not freely programmed and which limit their task to the preparation of a formal specification. A true software engineer should be glad to avoid the coding of the control flow [14] .
A finite state machine, sometimes called a finite automaton, is a system whose condition depends not just on external stimuli, but on the history of those stimuli.
A very simple example is a keyboard, which might be in the normal, initial state, or the caps-lock state, depending on the number of times the Caps Lock key has been pressed.
Although programmers are often introduced to FSMs in the context of parsing input text for compilers, the concept is very much more general, and applies to most "reactive systems" in which internal processes are governed or influenced by external events. In such systems the FSM does not merely run through a sequence, producing an end result, but it normally operates throughout the period when the system is able to function.
The academic definition of an FSM is a "quintuple" A = < , S, S0, , F> where is an alphabet, S is a finite, non-empty set of states, S0 is a set of initial states, :S x (s) is a transition function, and F is the set of accepting states (perhaps empty). This is perhaps not too helpful to the practitioner, but quite an amount of theory can be found in the various text-books if he is mathematically inclined. A key point is, however, the input alphabet , which defines the stimuli to which the FSM will react, and this is discussed in some detail in the body of the paper.
A weak point of the above definition is the absence of actions. One might think that the task of the state machine is to change states until it reaches an end state Fn, and there is a class of state machines called "deterministic" which need to do this. (For example, parsing text and reporting when specific sequences are detected.) The true task of the generalised state machine is to trigger actions according to situations defined by the present state and stimuli.
FSMs are normally described in a diagrammatic form, using a circle to represent each state, and lines with arrow heads to represent transitions between the various states. The addition of detail explaining what will provoke any transition is often difficult to achieve, and a text description of the FSM is then needed.
As the FSM functions, changing state from time to time, it will provoke actions in other parts of the system, as required for the specific project.
An FSM will often seem to be very easy to design, and will require a modest number of states -say about a dozen -to perform its task. Then, when the designer considers what might go wrong in various ways with the external system, he is forced to add many states to handle these errors, and the whole FSM becomes very hard to understand or deal with. This is referred to as "state explosion"
1 and there is a solution: split the FSM into several different FSMs which are linked together, and where each one deals with a part of the problem. In very large systems, one will find that many of the errorhandling processes are almost identical, and this can save time in the development phase by permitting re-use of some FSM designs.
Although the essential concepts of the FSM are quite easy to learn, their use to design complex systems will necessarily require some experience, and even talent, if effective and elegant solutions are to be created.
